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Abstract.  We present in this work a scalable distributed genetic algorithm of 
Data Ordering Problem with Inversion using the MapReduce paradigm. This 
specific topic is appealing for reduction of the power dissipation in VLSI and in 
bioinformatics. The capacitance and the switching activity influence the power 
consumption on the software level. The ordering of the data sequences is an un-
conditional consequence of switching activity. An optimization problem related 
to this topic is the ordering of sequences such that the total number of transi-
tions will be minimized – Data Ordering Problem (DOP). Adding the bus-invert 
paradigm, some sequences can be complemented. The resulting problem is the 
DOP with Inversion (DOPI). These ordering problems are NP-hard. We estab-
lish a scalable distributed genetic approach - MapReduce Parallel Genetic Algo-
rithm (MRPGA) for DOPI, MRPGA_DOPI and draw comparisons with greedy 
algorithms. The proposed methods are estimated and experiments show the ef-
ficiency of MRPGA_DOPI.  

Keywords: Data Ordering with Inversion, Low Power, Distributed Algorithm, 
Evolutionary Approaches, Transition Minimization, Greedy, MapReduce, 
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1   Background and Motivation 

Quicker access time and bigger storage capacity are actual demands for electronic 
devices ([10]). That’s why the low-power topics have to be considered at the begin-
ning of the design process ([11], [12], [14], [17]). The software component for the 
design of embedded systems is of importance for the power consumption of the cir-
cuit, since its optimization could lead to significant improvements ([12], [14]).  
Often, the design complexity describes directly the power consumption of a circuit. It 
is a fact that nowadays the power consumption has grown, bringing also more com-
plex design approaches. Reliability, cooling costs, packaging, and computer battery 
life are some domains with positive effects regarding a design based on low power 
consumption. For handling the power management issue, new directions and ap-
proaches are necessary. The capacitance and the switching activity influence the 
(software level) power consumption. An important design metric, the switching activ-
ity, characterizes the quality of an embedded system-on-chip design. The switching 
activity proves to be an important design metric, which describes the quality of an 
embedded system-on-chip design. It is directly related to the ordering of data strings. 
One first problem related to this topic is the ordering of data words for minimizing the 
total number of transitions Data Ordering Problem (DOP). This problem could be of 
interest for various practical situations, e.g. reordering and optimize DNA sequences 
or in the linguistic leveling [4, 7].  

2  Problem domain 

Definition 2.1. Hamming distance. If a word wr of length k is followed by the word ws 
of the same length k, the total number of transitions is given by the number of bits that 
change. This is: 
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also known as the Hamming distance between wr and ws. Here, the wrj denotes the jth 
bit of wr, and ⊕ the XOR operation. For instance, d(1010, 0100) = 3. The number of 
transitions is, in fact, the Hamming distance between wr and ws.  

 
Definition 2.2. Total number of transitions. The total number of transitions is the sum 
of number of transitions needed for the transmission of all the words w1, w2, …, wn. It 
is denoted with NT. If σ is a permutation of {1, 2, …, n}, then the total number of 
transitions will be:  
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Definition 2.3. Phase-assignment. The phase-assignment (polarity) δ is a function 
defined on {1,…, n} with values in {0, 1}, which specifies if a word is sent as it is or 
complemented (negated, inverted).  



For example, the complemented word of 10011 is 01100. That is, if δ (i)=0  then the 
word wi is sent as it is, otherwise is sent his complement.  

 
Definition 2.4. The Data Ordering Problem (DOP) is defined as the problem of find-
ing a permutation σ of the words w1, w2, …, wn such that the total number of transi-
tions:     
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is minimized. 
 
Definition 2.5. The Data Ordering Problem with Inversion (DOPI) is defined as the 
problem of finding a permutation σ and a phase-assignation δ of the words w1, w2, …, 
wn such that the total number of transitions:     
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is minimized. 
 
The problems DOP and DOPI are NP-hard [11, 12].  
Note that the Hamming distance between two words with the same length provides 
the total number of dissimilarities between these words. 
We denote the generalizations of these problems also with DOP and DOPI. Given a 
set of n words with the same length k over an alphabet A, and in the case of DOPI 
also a permutation of length k which denotes the inversion (complementation) 
function, it is requested to provide a permutation of the given words (in the case of 
DOPI also an assignation of them) which minimizes the total number of 
dissimilarities (transitions). 

3  Previous Work 

The optimal method and two evolutionary approaches, MUT_DOPI (with muta-
tion) and GA_DOPI (hybrid genetic algorithm) are proposed in [6], together with 
three new genetic operators Simple Cycle Mutation (SIM), Cycle OX and Cycle 
PMX. The two ordering problems are very similar to the Traveling Salesman Problem 
(TSP). For DOP, DOPI and TSP a efficient ordering of elements regarding to a given 
weight has to be determined. Since the two problems DOP and DOPI are NP-hard 
[11, 12], the optimal algorithms can only manage small instances. In the past years 
some approaches were introduced for the problems DOP and DOPI: 

 
 
 
 



Spanning Tree/Minimum Matching (ST-MM) [11] 
Double Spanning Tree (DST) [11] 
Greedy Simple (GMS) [12] 
Greedy Min (GM) [12] 
Evolutionary Approaches [6] 
 

The Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) provide the best results quality. Such evolution-
ary methods return better outcome than the above-presented Greedy Min, but with 
much more time resources. Further, they have no capability to cope with very large 
data sets. EAs which produce high-quality optimizations are presented in [6], where 
are presented evolutionary algorithms for both DOP and DOPI.  

4  Scalable Distributed Algorithm Using MapReduce 

Our scalable distributed evolutionary algorithm uses the genetic algorithm GA_DOPI 
[6] and is realized with Hadoop. Apache [18] proposes Hadoop as an OpenSource 
MapReduce [3] framework implementation. Hadoop is a batch data processing system 
for running applications and process large amounts of data in parallel, in a reliable 
and fault-tolerant manner on large clusters of compute nodes, usually running on 
commodity hardware. This system offers monitoring and status tools and provides an 
abstraction model for programming tasks. It supports automatic distribution and paral-
lelization. Apache’s Hadoop offers a distributed file system (HDFS) which creates 
multiple duplicates of data sets and distributes them on compute nodes throughout the 
cluster to enable reliable, rapid computations. The nodes for computation and for 
storage are usually the same. The application specifies the input/output locations, 
supply map and reduce methods and possibly invariant data.  

 

 
Fig. 2. MapReduce Dataflow 



The scalable distributed evolutionary algorithm performs for a given number of gen-
erations. During every generation, it creates an arbitrary number of permutations of 
the current set of sequences, splits the set of permutations in subsets (map operation) 
and performs GA_DOPI [6] on all of them during the reduce operation. Lastly, it 
collects the best permutations (individuals) provided on each reducer node in the 
cluster and stick them together. Groups of initial individuals are initialized using the 
greedy approaches GMS and GM [7, 12]. The outcome represents the set of sequenc-
es for the next generation.  The map operation associates for each given permutation a 
subset index in range 0 to reductionFactor–1 randomly, as output key. During the 
Shuffle & Sort action, the sequences get sorted after their indices, and each reducer 
node gets and executes GA_DOPI in one call over its subset of sequences with the 
same index. 

ALGORITHM_ MRPGA_DOPI  
 Initialization(size_of_population, rate_crossover, rate_mutation) 
 Initialization(factior_reduction) 

Initialisation_GreedyMinSimplified_individuals()  
Initialization_GreedyMin_individuals() 

  Initialization_Random_individuals() 
def MRPGA_MAP(initialIndex, pair<permutation, assignation>) = { 

reductionSetIndex = random(0.. reductionFactor–1) 
context.write(reductionSetIndex, pair<permutation, assignation>) 

} 
def MRPGA_REDUCE  

(reductionSetIndex, Iterable<pair<permutation, assignation>>)= 
{ 

  run_crossover(number_crossovers); 
  run_mutation(number_mutatios); 

   get_fitness(all_new_individuals); 
removal_WorstInviduals (number_crossovers+number_mutations); 
for (pair<new_perm, new_assign>: all_new_individuals) 

context.write 
      (reductionSetIndex,pair<new_perm, new_assign>) 

} 
for( j← 1; j ≤ number_Generations; step 1)  

job← NewJob(MRPGA_MAP, MRPGA_REDUCE) 
job.configuration.set(populationHDSFPath) 
job.configuration.set(crossoverRate) 
job.configuration.set(mutationRate) 
job.configuration.setNumberReduceTasks(reductionFactor) 
job.submit_and_wait() 
collect_new_population 

end_for 
return bestIndividual 

             END_ALGORITHM_MRPGA_DOP 
 

Fig. 3. Pseudocode for MRPGA_DOPI 



5  Realization Specifics 

The Hadoop implementation for DOPI is the Open Source project “dopiSolver” on 
sourceforge.net. “dopiSolver.jar” contains the java binary application, as well as all 
the libraries depends on. The jar’s main method (dopisolver.DopiSolverDriver) sub-
mits the DopiSolver's Hadoop Job (dopisolver.DopiSolverJob). I order to launch the 
application use  "hadoop jar dopiSolver.jar" and supply afterwards the solvers name: 
dopi. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Implementation of dopiSolver using Java and Apache’s Hadoop 

 
With "hadoop jar dcpSolver.jar dopi -h" you get the description of the application 
supported options. The source code is available on sourceForge under 
 https://dopisolver.svn.sourceforge.net/svnroot/dopisolver 
(Subversion repository). The application depends on the libraries JUnit 4 (for test 
units), Apache Commons CLI2, and Apache Commons Math Version 2.0.  

6  Experimental Results 

Various sets of data were generated artificially with different parameters, like e.g. 
sequences set dimension (n, that is the number of words), length of the words (k). We 
start by performing the two greedy algorithms GM and GMS [6] on 421 different 
artificial generated data sets with 1000 ≤ n ≤ 7000, 50 ≤ k ≤ 1000. We do some exper-
iments with the Greedy methods because we use them also in the initialization of the 
distributed algorithm. In Figure 5 we show the mean values for the difference GMS–

https://dopisolver.svn.sourceforge.net/svnroot/dopisolver


GM on intervals and the mean (standard deviations ±) for the execution time for all 
these experiments. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 5. (a) Allocation on intervals of the difference GMS–GM within 421 experiments with 
1000 ≤ n ≤ 7000, 50 ≤ k ≤ 1000 (b) Mean and variance for the execution time difference (GMS-
GM). 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 6. Mean and variance for the difference GMS-GM for (a) values of n and b) values of k. 
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(c) 50 runs, n=3000, k=200 

 
(d) 50 runs, n=3000, k=5000 
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(e) 50 runs, n=4500, k=200 

 
(f) 50 runs, n=4500, k=5000 

 
Fig. 7. Statistical boxplots with values for GM  and MRPGA for 50 runs of  the algorithms GM 

and MRPGA with n=100, 3000, 4500 and k = 200, 5000. 
 
The mean values and student T-Tests illustrate the quality of results using MRPGA 
algorithm versus GM. Comparison in pairs (GM vs. MRPGA) concludes the null 
hypothesis rejection with significance level = 0.001. 



 
 
Fig. 8. Sample Hadoop Web Admin. The system offers monitoring and status tools and 

provides an abstraction model for programming tasks. It supports automatic distribu-
tion and parallelization. 

7  Conclusions 

Experiments executed on randomly generated data input indicated the efficiency of 
the proposed approach - MRPGA_DOPI - especially for specific attributes of the 
benchmarks. An application was written for the scalable distributed algorithm using 
the Hadoop implementation for MapReduce [11, 12]. Scalability, status reporting and 
monitoring, the fault toleration, the facility to work on commodity hardware, perform-
ing the computation there the data is, robustness, are all benefits of the Hadoop im-
plementation. Next steps would be to perform experiments on larger data inputs, with 
various distributions, but also variants for the map or reduce functions. By performing 
the algorithms on real data inputs, e.g. from bioinformatics or system-on-chip design, 
will provide further knowledge. E.g. in bioinformatics, DOPI problem could be for-
mulated using the Watson-Crick complements, for every nucleic acid: 

ATGCCGTA ==== ,,, .  (5) 
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